
Pre-Prep Newsletter Friday 10th May 2019 

 

Dear Parents, 

 

Coming back to school on Tuesday, means we have had another very busy week, trying to pack in all 

the spelling tests, reading and science lessons that usually happen on a Monday!  

On Wednesday, two more letters relating to the Year 2 trip to Benacre and our popular Grandparents’ 

Lunch were sent home. Please remember to look in the book bags every night for letters and 

messages, as we have lots of other activities planned between now and the end of term.  

 

Star Assembly 

The work shown at this week’s Star Assembly, very clearly demonstrated the progress made by our 

children from Reception through to the end of Year 2. Each child had a super piece of written work 

to show, as well as examples of art, science and mathematics.  

 

In the Reception class, Philippa Meen achieved her Star Work award for producing some detailed 

drawings of different animals that appeared in her own imaginative story. Philippa had chosen to 

draw a white owl and a lovely spiral snail (which was eaten by the owl), who then made friends with 

a wonderfully spotty giraffe! Mrs Laughland was impressed that Philippa had even drawn the giraffe 

with a bent neck, to fit into the space! We could see Philippa’s carefully written animal names 

complete with each letter’s lead in and out. Well done Philippa for some super examples of emergent 

writing.  

 

In Year 1 Lucy Welch had to come up to receive her Star Work award for a number of reasons. Lucy 

has only been with us a few weeks and was a little apprehensive when shown new activities or 

different strategies to use in her number work. Lucy kept saying ‘I didn’t do that in my last school’ 

but very quickly began to enjoy new found confidence and undiscovered skills! Lucy has since learnt 

to form all letters correctly with lead ins and outs and is demonstrating a beautifully neat cursive 

script. Lucy had also neatly sewn together the sides of a colourful, sequined fish and begun to add up 

double-digit numbers using just her head and fingers. A marvellous set of achievements in a very 

short time. Well done Lucy.  

 

Seyomeh Adzaku and Jackson Dean in Year 2 both choose to do a piece of free writing describing an 

activity from last week’s field trip to Carlton Marshes.  

Seyomeh described having to make herself and her friends look like a spider or a centipede, complete 

with the correct number of legs! We could see from the attached photograph that Seyomeh’s group 

creation was exactly as she had described it.  

Jackson had chosen to write about a game called ‘Who Eats Who?’, which was played after the pond 

dipping activity. Children had to act out the food chain of mini beasts found in a dyke, which 

involved lots of laughter whilst learning all about predators of the natural world. 

Seyomeh and Jackson were able to read out their own work confidently, using appropriate 

expression. Well done to both of you.  

 

Looking ahead!  

Wednesday 22nd May - Y2 to attend the Benacre Estate Open Day (see separate letter for details) 

Tuesday 4th June - Transition Day. All children will move up to their next class.  

Monday 27th - Friday 31st May - Half Term 

 

Mrs S Duckett  

Head of Pre-Prep 


